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1- Which of the following is WRONG?

2- It is a………..

a) candle

b) gift

c) clown

d) cookie

Elvan: …………………?

Kemal: It is in May

3- Which of the following completes the

conversation above?

a) When is your birthday?

b) What do you like?

c) What time is it?

d) What is your nationality?

a) c)

b) d) 

Tomorrow is my 

friend’s birthday. I want 

to buy a present for her. 

She has books, a 

computer, a football but 

she doesn’t have a doll. 

I will buy a doll for her.

4- Linda wants to buy a present for her friend. 

What does she want to buy?

a) c)

b) d) 

Read the speech bubble and answer the question

Thank yo very much

……….……………

5- Which of the following completes the

speech bubble?

a) When is your birthday?

b) Do you like chocolate cake?

c) I don’t like parties.

d) Happy birthday to you.
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Which of the following completes the speech

bubble?

a) I’m sorry, you can’t. c) You are welcome

b) I must go now                d) Sure

Son: Can I have my birthday party at home?

Mom:……………………..

Son: Great! Thanks.

9- Which of the folllowing completes the

conversation?

a) Sure, you can.

b) I don’t like parties.

c) I’m sorry, you can’t.

d) See you, take care.

7- What musst we do after the parties?

a) We must decorate the house.

b)  We must clean the house

c) We must buy gifts.

d) We must invite our friends

8- He is a ………………..

a) gift c) present

b) clown d) guest

Thank yo very much

……….……………

6- Which of the following completes the

speech bubble?

a) When is your birthday?

b) What do you need for the party?

c) Can I have a party with my friends?

d) What time is the party?

Look at the Picture and answer the question This is for you.

Thank you very

much.

…………………
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Answer Key

1- D

2- A

3- A

4- B

5- D

6- C

7- B

8- B

9- A

10- C
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